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Introduction
The extent of data breaches and related compromises is growing - and the trend is that this will continue to grow
into the foreseeable future.
This is a living document and subject to change and is merely a guideline. As this is a minimum security guideline
only, CPB makes no guarantees nor does CPB in any way warrant that following these guidelines is sufficient
to withstand a cyber security attack, will prevent data loss or a data breach or ensure compliance with any
law or regulation.
You are encouraged to appoint your own cyber security specialist to help ensure you are as protected as possible.

Pentests
It is absolutely critical in Information Security to have an external company perform a security audit on internal
systems. Cyber Security specialists who are trained in pen-testing are well-versed in common security practices,
threats and best practices. More importantly they have the time and energy to keep abreast of new threats - threats
that a regular development team is not always exposed to. Developers and system administrators work in their
own niche - where the sheer amount of new developments overwhelms them. It is not reasonable to expect an
IT specialist to be well versed in all areas of IT - the field simply moves too fast.
Pen-tests are an external audit performed by a reputable company - think of it as a financial auditor who signs off
a company’s financial statements every year. In many cases it’s a formality, but an external auditor is trained to
spot common errors.
All organisations should - as a bare minimum - be conducting pen-tests at least annually on key systems.
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Overview of the Minimum
Recommended Security Requirements
IT Policies
• An Information Security Policy
- An IT policy will provide the general framework for how security operates in your company. Depending on
the size and complexity of your organisation you could incorporate a lot of items and detail in this one policy,
or this policy could act more like an overview with more detailed secondary policies referred to in this one.
- Try and incorporate the following:
› Access Control (user names, password policies, how you control access to sensitive data)
› Data Classification. Where is data stored and how is it protected
› Backups of data, encryption and security in transit, encryption types used (encryption at rest should be
the minimum)
› Security awareness and expected minimum requirements of behaviour from employees in relation to
security, ethical behaviour when using corporate electronic systems (email, surfing the web etc)
› Responsibilities, rights and duties of personnel as it relates to Information Security
• A Disaster Recovery (DR) Policy
- This should include sections on IT disasters and physical disasters
• A Backup Policy (which may be part of the DR policy)
- How are backups performed
- Frequency of backups
- Retention of backups
- Testing of backups
- Security of backup media
• A Data Destruction Policy
- Particularly as relates to POPI / GDPR or other applicable data protection laws
• A Change Control Policy
- How are updates to systems controlled to avoid unintentional vulnerabilities
- Availability is one of the cornerstones of Information Security (the “CIA”). Ensuring proper change control
improves uptime and ensures changes do not affect third parties negatively.

POPI Policies
• POPI Privacy Notice
- This is a legal requirement which your legal representative can elaborate on
• POPI access to data policy
- A policy indicating how you control access to sensitive data
• POPI retention and destruction policy
- A policy indicating how you handle data that according to POPI you should be deleting or redacting. Again
your legal representative can assist with this

Asset Inventory Lists
•
•
•
•
•

An overview of your physical hardware indicating location of equipment
A list of software that you develop
A software inventory list of software in your environment
A hardware inventory list of the hardware in your environment (servers, laptops, pcs, network switches etc)
A data dictionary of all the data you hold with its location. You should also be able to identify which elements
are related to POPI.
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Software Protection Mechanisms
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-malware software on all endpoints
Anti-virus software on all endpoints
Email protection and spam prevention (Mimecast is recommended)
Process in place to ensure latest software updates are performed on all computers
Workstations should have a screen saver with a password - suggested maximum of 15 minutes before triggering
Workstations should be encrypted with an explicit boot encryption password.

Physical and Network Security
•
•
•
•
•

A firewall with up to date threat and virus signatures, preferably from a vendor specialising in firewalls
Biometric access control to your servers
Cameras and an alarm system
Unique admin/root passwords for all servers
Cabling should be neat and tidy and safe from accidental or intentional dislodgement

Database Security
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure minimum access (least privilege) for each user
Each user should have a unique strong password
Databases should be encrypted at rest as a minimum
Especially sensitive data should be explicitly encrypted
Database backups should be encrypted
Databases should be backed up regularly - and tested
You should have “lagged” databases in your DR in case of accidental or deliberate destruction of primary
databases.
- A lagged database is one that is intentionally set so it’s always X hours behind the master databases.
X should be chosen so as to balance RTO and RPO (restore time objectives and restore point objectives1)

External Security Audits
• You should perform regular vulnerability assessments and employ people to work through the issues. Preferably
the assessment should be done by a third party
• You should perform regular pen-tests and ensure remediation is done on found issues
• You should have a third party examine firewall rules (two heads are better than one!)
• Perimeter security (like wifi) should be pen-tested.
• Pen tests and vulnerability scans are not the same thing - also not all pen tests are created equally. Speak to
a cyber security company rather than paying for an online pen test. We are also happy to have someone discuss
with you should you want a no obligations discussion!

Data Storage
• Data should be stored within South Africa
• In the event that data is not stored in SA, the host country must have a GDPR or POPI law equivalent to or
stronger than the SA POPI law.
• Data storage should never be public
- Your databases should be internal and not external on the web
- When using Cloud Hosting you should set the databases to private / non-public
- It is always a good idea to add additional layers between secure data and web front ends - its is better not
to access databases directly from web code, rather make use of middleware (such as an API that controls
business logic).
• Data must always be encrypted - you can make use of encryption at rest as a minimum - however consider full
encryption for sensitive data. Most database systems should be able to incorporate encryption at rest with very
little disruption to services and in most cases no code changes. However you should always test within your
own environment carefully before making database changes!
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1
See relevant sections in https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disaster_recovery for more information on RPO and RTO

